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Spotlight
Mrs. Manjula

Principal of OIS, BTM Layout, Bengaluru

It was then I realized the anxiety and pain a
mother goes through when her child is not
around to hold and nurse. It was my mom who
understood the pain and ensured that I could
meet my baby. Surprisingly, the sight of
my baby made my pains vanish
into thin air.

All around the world, in every culture, Moms have a
special place. Share with us one memorable experience that you vividly remember with your mom?
The best experience I can think of was when my
mom made me realize that no matter how
the world interprets your feelings, only a
mother can understand her child’s true
joy and sorrows, irrespective of how
old the child is. I was just 18 when I
delivered my daughter and my labor
lasted for more than twelve hours.
Being a premature baby, my daughter
weighed just 2.2kgs and because of
this she was not shown to me for
almost three days, which further
aggravated my pain. All the doctors
and family members were constantly
trying to explain, how this period of
separation was good for the baby as she
needed extra care.

A mother always
passes her legacy
and values to her
children. Similarly, a teacher
molds and instills
values in her
students. Throw
some light on this
idea.

most will be taken away if he/she does not
abide. I feel one should follow the famous
Sanskrit saying which says till the age of ﬁve, the
mother should pamper the child; between age
ﬁve to ten use the reinforcement technique
strictly to instill values in the child and beyond
the age of ten years, be a true friend and a
mentor to your child. As a Principal, I don’t
believe in punishment. I believe in scaﬀolding
and molding the attitude of a child by being a
role model to them. I have noticed when we try
to punish them at school, they become disobedient and aggressive and their
performance and interest in
school activities takes a
beating. Even time-outs make
children feel that they have to
encounter their feelings all by
themselves. This could also
stress them out.

It is true that every mother wishes her child to
be the best human being. She usually prioritizes
values more than materialistic comforts and
success. Every teacher plays a similar role at
school. She tends to think of every child as her
own. A dedicated teacher will try her best to
make sure that certain values are instilled in her
students. It is unfortunate to see how our
society is changing; only to become more
self-centered. Gone are those days when there
were joint families and elders would support
every attempt of a mother to
pass on the values to her
children. Today, with nuclear
families trying to make a
comfortable living, working
mothers ﬁnd it hard to
balance work and home.
Despite all these challenges,
the attempts of a teacher and
a mother have an impact on
the children, where they at
least try to follow certain
values that have been passed
on. I personally believe that
education instills the conﬁdence to succeed in today’s
world. With the right dedication and hard work, which are
the two key values insisted
upon by our mothers and
teachers right from our
childhood, success is just a
step away!

Our Mother Earth is in pain
with the scars of pollution we
have given her. How do you
think we, her children are
responsible for pain caused
and the steps that can be
taken to provide her relief?
Earth is referred to as Mother,
why? She is giving us all the
basic things for our existence;
food, shelter and water. She
nurtures us with all the fruits
of nature. As Mahatma Gandhi
had rightly put, “Earth provides
enough to satisfy every man’s
needs, but not every man’s greed.” What are we
giving her in return, only pain and destruction in
the form of pollution? We take things for granted
and misuse the natural resources available to us.
We, as humans are completely misusing our
intelligence, the ability to pass on knowledge and
instead we are passing on only greed and hatred.
We don’t realize that if Nature gets back to us,
we will be reduced to ashes. The love of a
Mother can nurture our growth but her anger
can reduce us to nothing. We better realize this
truth as soon as possible to prevent destruction.

A mother is required to be strict when a child
misbehaves. Do you believe in the phrase "spare
the rod and spoil the child"? Why?
I completely agree as a mother. Parents have all
the rights to punish their kids if they are wrong.
But constant use of punishment can only instill
fear and dishonesty. Therefore, rather than
corporal punishments which inﬂict pain; negative
reinforcement can be implemented. It makes the
child realize that something that he/she loves the
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A green eco-school amidst the hills
of Himalayas

A campus spread across the pre-Himalayan
hilly town, along the Indus River is a school
pioneering practical green education.
Surviving in one of the world's harshest
environments, the pupils of the school lack
Wi-Fi and phone coverage. They learn about
the environment for an hour or so each day.
Their maths lessons include calculating if the
spring water is enough for planting trees.
They use solar cooker and biogas for cooking.
They believe that if you do wrong to anyone
or the environment, wrong will come to you.

A sneak peek into the recent happenings in the
educational ﬁeld across the globe.

A school every child dreams of
What an invention!

Levelﬁeld School in Suri, West Bengal is a place
where there are no homework and students learn
from newspapers, watching world-class movies,
reading storybooks, Twitter feed, practice from
workbooks and apps created by the school itself.
Don't you wish you studied here?
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Tina Chan suﬀered from anxiety and
depression while she was studying in college.
In order to help others felt the same way, she
developed a mental health ﬁrst-aid kit.
Presently, this kit is supplied to all ﬁrst-year
students by The University of Waterloo in
Canada.

Fashion
Fair
Because every mother
deserves to be
appreciated and
loved for her
unconditional love
and selfless
sacrifices.
If your mom loves to dress up in traditional
Indian attire, a saree is an amazing choice
to style her look. A beautiful saree is not
only comfortable but can also be trendy. Be
it silk, georgette, chiﬀon, crepe or just plain
cotton with a minimal ﬂoral design or
stripes or just a plain border saree, it gives
on the much desired elegant look. Be sure
to cheer up your dear mom and show how
thankful you are by honoring her with a
stunning saree.
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A

rt is like a river, where imaginations ﬂows and

Do It
Yourself

ideas are born. Open-ended art is an experience of

Teachers

Her life story is unbelievable to many. A nine
month pregnant lady was abandoned by her
husband and left on the streets to die. Rejected
and depressed, she walked kilometers to reach her

of the World

mother's house. When societal fear rules the mind,
people forget humanity. She was un-welcomed by
her mother.
This lady, who was a born ﬁghter, was ﬁlled with
determination and strong willpower. She gave birth

ONE DOES NOT ‘ONLY’ NEED TO GIVE
BIRTH TO BECOME A MOTHER.
SINDHUTAI SAPKAL IS A LIVING
EXAMPLE THAT PROVES A HEART OF A
MOTHER NEVER DISCRIMINATES.

S

to her baby girl in a cow-shed without any medical
help. This new single mother promised herself of
becoming a mother to every child who is in need of
love and care.
Now, many of her children are lawyers and
doctors and some assist her in this noble work. An
inspiration to many, she proved that pure love and
aﬀection is enough to bring about a change in the
society.

indhutai Sapkal, popularly known as ‘Mother of

Orphans,’ is a living superwoman. Personifying ‘selﬂess

A ﬁlm named 'Mee Sindhutai Sapkal' is her biopic

love’, she has worked hard for the welfare of poor

which celebrates the contributions of 'Mai' (mother

orphans in India.

in Marathi).
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enjoying the process of creation and learning essential
life-skills.
Let the child explore as many art materials, shapes and
patterns, as they follow their imagination and curiosity.

Things to pick up from the store:
Potatoes, sweet potato, yam or other such starchy
Vegetables
Paring Knife
Cotton fabric
Acrylic paint and Acrylic medium
Paintbrushes
Newspapers
Containers for mixing paints

Procedure
Lay out a blanket on a top of the table. This will
provide a soft surface which will be easier for
printing. Cover the blanket with newspapers to
avoid it from getting stained.
Cut a potato/yam in half.
Sketch a design with a marker on the ﬂat surface.
Use a paring knife to cut away the white space of
your and design, creating a stamp. Make sure the
child does this under the teacher’s guidance.
Proceeding further, take a container and mix a
small amount of your desired color of acrylic paint
with an equal amount of fabric medium.
Use your paint brushes and paint the vegetable
stamp.
Try a test print on the newspaper.
Try diﬀerent types of stamps on the fabric by
cutting various shapes. Using diﬀerent colors you
can make amazing fabrics at home!
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Experience the magic of May Mangoes

The month of May brings
with itself the blossoming of
mangoes, spreading its sweet
fragrance into the air, mes-

2 large alphonso mangoes
1/2 teaspoon cardamom powder
1 pinch of saﬀron

merizing us and making us

Sugar

nostalgic. This fruit which is

Water or Milk

popularly known as ‘The King
of all Fruits,’ is not only
delicious but it also presents
us with many health beneﬁts.
A juicy and tangy mango bite
can make your day and one
can never be content with
just a small taste of it.
So this week, we dedicate
this section to Aamras- puri,
which is a classic sweet dish
prepared all over India. This
popular delicacy is very easy
to prepare.
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Ingredients

Procedure
Rinse the alphonso mangoes nicely.
Then, peel them and chop them into
pieces.
Add the chopped mango pieces in the
blender and blend it.
Following, add some cardamom powder
and a pinch of crushed saﬀron strands
to give it a nice fragrance.
In order to adjust the consistency, you
can add water or milk to the pulp.
Pour it into a nice bowl and chill it in
the refrigerator.
Aamras can be served with puris and
also with chapatis.
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Brainy Day

Come, enter the Puzzle Zone!

1
Mother’s love is unconditional and fearless. Her love is a soothing breeze
until it is challenged that’s when it can take the form of a storm.
Mom is a tale of a mother's revenge. Devika, a
Biology teacher, is a very loving and warm
character. Her struggle to ﬁnd a common ground
and develop a relationship with her new family
invokes sympathy in the minds of the viewers.
Their lives are turned upside-down when a tragedy
befalls.When Arya, her step-daughter, fails to reach
home after a party, Devika sets out on a mission to
ﬁnd her daughter. Her family is shattered to ﬁnd
their daughter in a traumatized condition, ﬁghting
death and struggling with pain.
A mother’s heart is as soft as a feather but will not
take a second to turn into a goddess Durga, when it
comes to protecting her family and avenging if any
harm is done to anyone of them. Mom is a movie
about our incompetent judiciary which fails its
citizens and a mother taking the law in her own
hands when all the hopes in the system are lost.
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Directed by Ravi Udyavar, the movie belongs to
Sridevi who was nationally acclaimed for her
outstanding performance in the ﬁlm. Emerging
victorious on the box oﬃce, this ﬁlm beautifully
brings out the blooming relationship between
the daughter and her mother.
Time heals everything. The movie concludes
with the emotional re-uniting of the
mother-daughter duo, their relationship
maturing with time.

2
3

I have forest but no trees.
I have lakes but no water.
I have roads but no cars.
What Am I?

If You Have Me, You Want To
Share Me. If You Share Me,
You Don't Have Me. What
Am I?

Which seven-letter word
contains dozens of letters?

If you know the answers mail us @ pulsenewsletter@orchids.edu.in
The first one to answer correctly will get featured in our next issue.
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Can you share with us your memorable
Mother's Day celebration?

Our mothers selﬂessly work and care for
us all their life. We ride the cycle of life
and are so in ﬂow with the speed that we
unintentionally forget to turn back and
see. Given a chance, how would you thank
your mother?

BUILDING

BLOCKS

I was born and brought up in a joint family and
have seen my mother work selﬂessly for all of us
along with my Chachi (paternal aunt). They both
had been the pivot around whom we revolved.
The creator, giver and nurturer, binds a family
together with threads of aﬀection and care. We
were 7 cousins and on Mother's day we decided
to give our lifelines a rest. Every Sunday my
father used to go and buy vegetables. That day,
we took him into conﬁdence and he coaxed
them to come along. As they were away, we
quickly began to execute our surprise plan. We
arranged the colorful, fragrant ﬂowers on the
breakfast table and set the dining table as chic
and grand we could. We cleaned the whole
house and penned a card to convey our deep
feelings to cheer them up! Not very conﬁdent in
cooking, yet we made breakfast. When they
returned, they were awestruck. In those times
such celebrations were not in trend, especially in
a small city like Jabalpur.

I wish I could tell you mom, how much you
mean to me but there are no words to say how
much I admire you. The only way to thank you is
maybe by becoming your replica and raise our
children in the same way you did.

Mrs. Shilpi Gupta

The child’s learning starts from the mother’s
womb. The way the mother feels in her 9
months of labor reﬂects the child’s basic nature.
The mother becomes the soil for its seed, the
more the soil gives, the healthier and stronger
the tree becomes. She also becomes responsible
for a child’s physical, social and psychological
needs.
A child learns a lot about understanding others
and his own emotional requirements when his
needs are taken care of as soon as possible.
Being honest with the child teaches him the
importance of always telling the truth, learns
the skills of trust.
Encouragement to do better gives him the
conﬁdence and security that you are by his
side.
The way you speak to your child and others `
around you will teach your child about dealing
kindly with others.
Be positive and teach your child to think
positive.
Eﬀectively managing time by following a
routine teaches the child the
importance of discipline.

Manager- Academics at K12 Techno Services Pvt. Ltd.

A mother shapes the future of a child.
What role does a mother play in the
overall development of a child?
Minds of children are like wet cement and what
we inculcate in them, be it good or bad, make
permanent inscriptions in their minds
throughout their lives. The young minds need to
be nurtured with a healthy blend of human
values and education.

We as teachers are also like child’s
second mothers and it is our
responsibility to polish the raw
stones to precious diamonds of the
crown which will bring pride and
honor not only to family but also to
the nation.
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Teachers are like second mothers. Every
person has a teacher in his/her life that is
treasured for a lifetime. Can you recall a
teacher you ever had who you look up to,
for inﬂuencing and changing your life?
I still vividly remember that soft loving voice and
that incredible smile which would brighten up
my day. Yes, it was none other than Mrs.
Maclare, my English teacher. One day she asked
me to speak extempore on "Should women work
or be a homemaker." At that age I had my own
perception, an introvert by nature it was the ﬁrst
time that I came out to speak in front of the
class, all thanks to her. In my narration I spoke
on “why women should not work.” Post session,
she called me and asked the reason. She had
been my favorite teacher. Her motivation and
guidance helped me change my perception. My
love and respect for her grew multifold.
Presently, as a teacher I have been called ‘mom’
several times. It is an honor. It usually happens
when a child comes up to my desk and says,
“Mom, I don't get this”. The child gets
embarrassed but I tell them that it’s ﬁne. You
needed help and the ﬁrst person you thought to
go to, was your mom. I just laugh and say how
proud I am.
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A mother symbolizes unconditional love.
How does a teacher play a role of a mother at
school?

Being a mother and a teacher is a lot of
multitasking. How do you strike a balance
between both?

A mother shows faith in us because we are
their little ones. Like mother, we at school
answer their questions, listen to students’
problems, solve them and teach them
things that will mold their future. We are
strict as well as linent to them just like their
mom. I remember my daughter saying, “No
my teacher said this, she is always right”.
That was the moment when I practically
realized how strong inﬂuencers we are.

With proper planning and organized work,
the right balance of both the roles can be
maintained. One should prioritize
TO-DO-LIST. I have been blessed with a
wonderful family, helping me to balance
both of my roles in a positive manner.

A mother is a guiding light. She never
diﬀerentiates between her two children.
How, as a teacher do you deal a shy and
quiet child an outgoing and naughty kid?
For me, all my children in the classroom are
the same. However, with their kind of
nature, I do have to mould my behavior. I
talk on and oﬀ to the shy ones so that they
do not hesitate while for the naughty ones,
I am equally naughty. When we interact, I
make them understand their mistakes and
also, the reason as to why it is wrong.

Scrapbook

We ﬁnd girls in the age range of 12 to 15
years, confused as they hit their puberty.
How as a teacher would you make them
understand their body changes and the real
meaning of 'motherhood'?
The teacher plays a very important role in
the lives of the young girls by giving them
real life examples and information, which
parents often fail to provide them openly. I
believe in one-to-one conversation so that
they ask their doubts without any
hesitation. Giving them a presentation on
body changes, I believe, will help them a
lot.

Mrs. Pooja Matolia

Secondary Teacher (OIS- Thane)
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Mrs. R likes to read books and narrate the story in
the classroom. One day she received a feedback
from the class representative that they ﬁnd it
diﬃcult to grasp her narration and that the stories
are too long and boring. How can she improve her
story-telling skills and make the class interesting?

Learning
while
cooking!
“My mother makes the best non-veg dishes in the
world! No one can beat her cooking skill” Almost
everyone believes that their mother is the best cook
under the sky. What makes mother's food really tasty
is that they mix it with love, care and tenderness!.
Ever thought, how cooking could be a medium to
teach your children at school?

It is a great initiative to teach while conveying a
story. A story can help captivates a child’s
attention, helping them understand the topic in
depth by stimulating their curiosity. All your
eﬀorts go waste if you cannot be productive.
Here are some ways to improve your storytelling
skills-

Cooking and Food Technology are important
subjects that should be emphasised in
schools.

-Using pictures while narrating the story
-Giving the story a proper structure and ﬂow
-Using simple and eﬀective vocabulary
-Make your stories short and crisp without
losing on the details
-Practice, Practice and more Practice
We hope these tips will be eﬀective, helping
students in your classroom.
Mr. R is a class teacher and one of his class
students was recently transferred to another
division because the student’s mother was
over-protective. One day, she walked into the
classroom along with her child, which irritated Mr.
R, more so with her regular phone calls inquiring
about her child’s performance. How should he deal
with such diﬃcult parents?

Mrs. M recently completed her one year in school
when she received the good news of conceiving.
On one hand, she was delighted to hear the news,
but on the other worried if she could handle this
dual responsibility of becoming a mother and take
lectures. How should she manage her daily duties?

Dealing with parents as a teacher is a part and
parcel of the job. It can be really annoying while
confronting diﬃcult parents. Mr. R should try
and have a conversation with the mother about
the child’s performance. He should promise her
to get back or meet after a few weeks. Make her
understand that being overprotective can
hamper the child’s growth by increasing
dependence and decreasing self-esteem of
students in your classroom.

Firstly, we congratulate Mrs. M on this new
journey of becoming a mother! We wish you all
the health and prosperity. Coming back to your
question, teaching requires you to be on your
feet all day. But, motherhood brings strength
and enhances the ability to multitask in women.
However, taking appropriate care like not
standing too long while taking lectures and
keeping yourself hydrated and nourished is
important. Take proper care of your diet. Also,
you should inform the management about your
pregnancy and give a notice in order to claim all
your beneﬁts.
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"Being a teacher mom
is amazing because
you don’t have to
turn off your work
language once you get
home."
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Answer to the crossword

AMAZING
GENEROUS
PATIENT
THOUGHTFUL
SELFLESS
INSPIRING
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Want to be a part of it ? Send in your entry on the theme of Mother’s Day
to us on pulsenewsletter@orchids.edu.in

